
Alchemical wedding grotto

Christian Rosencreutz  dreamed that he was held in chains by his feet, in a dark dungeon in the base of a tall 
tower. He was imprisoned there with multitudes of other humans swarming over each other like crazed 
insects. Without warning, the cover on the top of the dungeon opened and light poured in from above, 
causing each person in the dungeon to struggle to heave themselves up over the others in order to be 
closer to the light. Christian Rosencreutz used this surge to struggle to the side of the group where he found 
a large rock somewhat away from the crush, to serve as a vantage place. From far above an old man told 
them that a cord was to be let down into the dungeon and whoever could hang onto the cord would be 
released from the dungeon as the cord was pulled up. This would be done seven times. This stimulated the 
most horrible struggle for the cord among the humans in the darkness below. Christian Rosencreutz rueful-
ly realized that since he was sitting on a stone in the wall of the dungeon he had no chance to come near to 
the cord that was being let down in the center. All he could do was watch the struggle below him and feel 
helpless to do anything. The sixth time the cord was let down the battle underneath was so �erce that 
someone hit the cord and it started to swing back and forth. Just as it was being pulled up, it swung near to 
his rocky perch and he jumped on and was pulled up above the mass of struggling humans below.
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